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Gary Platt Manufacturing Goes Global with Opening of Gary Platt Europe 
 

London-based Office Will Supply World’s 
Most Comfortable Chairs to Casinos throughout Europe 

 
LONDON (25 January 2018) – Gary Platt Manufacturing has opened its first permanent location 
outside of the United States. London-based Gary Platt Europe has a dedicated sales team led by 
European gaming industry veteran Jon Temple, and the team will direct-sell Gary Platt’s entire 
line of chairs to casinos throughout Europe.  
 
Temple will act as General Manager for Gary Platt Europe. With the expansion of Gary Platt to the 
European market, the company can now cover more territory than ever.  
 
“This is an exciting step forward in our company’s storied history,” said Gary Platt Vice President 
of Sales and Marketing Joshua Corrick. “For more than 20 years, we have been hand-crafting the 
world’s most comfortable chairs, allowing our customers to provide their guests with a premium 
gaming experience. Now with Gary Platt Europe, we are able to bring the world’s best chairs 
directly to our customers.” 
 
“2017 was Gary Platt’s best year to date in Europe, and ever-increasing customer demand led 
directly to our decision to open a permanent location in Europe, allowing us to interact directly 
with customers, empowering us to better react to their needs,” Temple said. “Gary Platt Europe 
will be a sales and service hub, and we may expand that footprint to include manufacturing in the 
near future.” 
 
Gary Platt Europe will greet customers and attendees at next week’s ICE Totally Gaming. The 
company will be on stand #S5-200, where it will display multiple new and innovative ergonomic 
chair concepts from its line of hand-crafted performance casino seating. 
 
Discover hand-crafted perfection at garyplatt.com and join the company on Facebook, LinkedIn, 
and Twitter. 
 
About Gary Platt Manufacturing 
For more than 20 years, Gary Platt Manufacturing has been the world’s leading provider of 
performance casino seating. The design team has more than 50 years of experience in providing 
products with unsurpassed comfort and excellence. Gary Platt produces premium seating for 
casinos on five continents and creates chairs for slots, table games, poker, bar-top, and bingo. For 
more information, visit Gary Platt at www.garyplatt.com. 
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